Patterns of POWER

FAMILY OF RESOURCES

An inquiry-based approach to grammar instruction PreK–12
Celebrating Craft, Not Correcting Errors

Most grammar instruction is about finding the right answer and identifying mistakes rather than uncovering and appreciating writing’s beauty and meaning. Through a unique process of invitation, the *Patterns of Power* Family of Resources supports teaching grammar authentically with flexibility through rich literature and quality conversations—without worksheets.

Building on the early success of the *Patterns of Power* Resource Book for Grades 1–5, the *Patterns of Power* Family of Resources has expanded to include:

- Grade-level-specific Classroom Kits, Grades 1–5
- Grade-level-specific Mentor Text Libraries, Grades PreK–5
- Teacher Resource Books for Multi-Grade Instruction, PreK–12

“It’s not about what is wrong. It’s about what is right.”
—Jeff Anderson and Whitney La Rocca
Invite ALL Students Into Grammar!

Each step of the Patterns of Power invitational process provides a new opportunity for ALL students to discuss, learn, and apply the moves that good writers make. Grounded in conversation and discovery, each 10-minute lesson engages students in learning specific conventions in a way that spirals back and builds on learned concepts so they can apply it over and over again across the year and across the grades.

---

**PATTERNS OF POWER PROCESS**

- **Invitation to Notice**
  - What do you notice?
  - Generate Focus Phrase

- **Invitation to Compare and Contrast**
  - How are they alike and different?

- **Invitation to Imitate**
  - Try It Out!
  - Shared or interactive imitation
  - Imitate in pairs or independently

- **Invitation to Celebrate**
  - Share with an audience

- **Invitation to Apply**
  - Another chance to use patterns

- **Invitation to Edit**
  - Continue the conversation about meaning and effect
Grade-level-specific Grammar Lessons

Patterns of Power Plus kits are classroom-ready resources for 10-minute, grade-level-specific lessons for grades 1–5. Each kit includes a Teacher’s Guide, 25 Student Notebooks, display materials, and access to a grade-level-specific Companion Website with lesson resources and on-demand professional learning and classroom demonstration videos. See page 4.

Teacher Resource Books for Multi-grade Lessons, PreK–12

Using the same consistent invitational process to engage students in grammar and conventions, each Patterns of Power resource book provides multi-grade lessons using age-appropriate mentor sentences from authentic literature. From PreK through high school, teachers can apply the familiar Patterns of Power lesson structure to help students learn, apply, and transfer the meaning-making power of grammar into their own writing across grade levels. See page 6.

Grade-level-specific Mentor Text Libraries

Specially curated by the authors, the Patterns of Power mentor text libraries offer a convenient way to extend the grammar concepts covered in Patterns of Power Plus, Patterns of Wonder, Patterns of Power, Grades 1–5, and Patterns of Power en español. Each grade-level-specific collection helps build students’ appreciation of authors’ craft and purpose and provides an ideal addition to classroom libraries. See page 8.
Grade-level-specific Lessons
With Classroom-ready Materials

Patterns of Power Plus © 2019
GRADES 1–5

Most day-to-day grammar instruction is about finding one right answer and identifying mistakes rather than uncovering and appreciating writing’s beauty and meaning. Through a unique process of invitation, teachers can use the Patterns of Power Plus: Extension Lessons for Young Writers to teach grammar authentically with flexibility through rich literature and quality conversations—without worksheets! And, when used with the Patterns of Power Resource Book, students have access to a full year of ten-minute grammar lessons.

Patterns of Power Plus Kit Components

Teacher’s Guide
provides all the planning and information you need to implement daily ten-minute grammar and conventions lessons.

Student Notebook
provides a structure for students to capture their conversation and learning. Includes 25 notebooks. (Also available as a separate purchase in 5- and 25-packs.)

Lesson Display Flip Chart
is ready to go and displays the content needed at each phase of the Patterns of Power Plus lessons.

Focus Phrase Cards
are preprinted on sturdy cards for easy display.

A Companion Website
includes videos, FAQs, and other resources that accompany the lessons.
Full-year Classroom Package Components
(Includes one grade-level-specific Patterns of Power Plus kit and one Patterns of Power Resource Book.)

Designed to help students observe, practice, and apply the meaning-making patterns that good writers use, Patterns of Power Plus Full-Year Classroom Bundles offer:
- yearlong grade-level-specific, standards-aligned lessons that celebrate authors’ craft and purpose.
- ten-minute lessons that can supplement any curriculum.
- strategies for engaging students during in-person, remote, or hybrid instruction.
- a bridge between reading and writing.

Also Available

Patterns of Power Plus Anchor Text Collections
These grade-level-specific collections include the nine to ten trade books that are the source of the anchor sentence that starts every Patterns of Power Plus lesson set. See page 9.

Companion Website offers on-demand teacher support

Whether you’re teaching in person, remotely, or doing a blend of both, each grade-level-specific Patterns of Power Plus Companion Website features component overviews, video demonstrations, and Lesson Resources to make it easier for you to plan short, but engaging, 10-minute daily grammar lessons.

Video demonstrations walk you through each step of the Patterns of Power invitational process and offer classroom demonstrations of a lesson in action.

Lesson Resources include additional teaching material to extend and enhance instruction, including Bonus Lessons, Planning Process forms, Remote/Distance Learning strategies, and more.
Teacher Resource Books for Multi-grade Lessons, PreK–12

Using the familiar invitational process to engage students in grammar and conventions, each Patterns of Power resource book provides multi-grade lessons using age-appropriate mentor sentences from authentic literature. From PreK through high school, teachers can apply the consistent Patterns of Power lesson format to help students learn, apply, and transfer the meaning-making power of grammar into their own writing across grade levels.

Patterns of Wonder: Inviting Emergent Writers to Play with the Conventions of Language © 2022
GRADES PREK–1
Whitney La Rocca and Jeff Anderson

Building on the same playful qualities of the invitational process introduced in their bestselling Patterns of Power series, Whitney La Rocca and Jeff Anderson turn their instructional lens to our youngest writers, sharing new ways we can invite them to experiment, have fun, and take risks with writing and language. More than 50 Lesson Sets are included that pinpoint and build cumulatively across the most common needs of emergent writers.

Patterns of Power: Inviting Young Writers into the Conventions of Language © 2017
GRADES 1–5
Jeff Anderson and Whitney La Rocca

Packed with more than 70 ready-to-use lesson sets, Patterns of Power invites you to take just five minutes from your reading workshop and five minutes from your writing workshop to focus on conventions. Those ten minutes will have a miraculous effect on your students’ understanding of language, as students study authentic texts and come to recognize these “patterns of power”—the essential grammar conventions that readers and writers require to make meaning.
**Patterns of Power en español: Inviting Bilingual Writers into the Conventions of Spanish © 2019**

**GRADES 1–5**
Caroline Sweet, Jeff Anderson, and Whitney La Rocca

In *Patterns of Power en español: Inviting Bilingual Writers into the Conventions of Spanish*, Grades 1–5, bilingual teacher and coach Caroline Sweet has adapted the *Patterns of Power* invitational process for use in the bilingual classroom. With these adaptations, educators can teach Spanish-language conventions authentically using ten-minute lessons that cover key Spanish grammar topics.

**Patterns of Power: Inviting Adolescent Writers into the Conventions of Language © 2021**

**GRADES 6–8**
Jeff Anderson, Travis Leech, and Melinda Clark

Inside *Patterns of Power*, Grades 6–8, teachers will find a quick yet comprehensive explanation of the invitational process—the easy-to-follow, brain-based process created to invite adolescent writers to learn about and apply conventions of the English language through the celebration of authors’ purpose and craft. Through practical guidance and 55 authentic, ready-to-use lessons, you’ll be fully equipped to teach grammar in an engaging and authentic way in just ten minutes a day.

**Patterns of Power: Teaching Grammar Through Reading and Writing © 2022**

**GRADES 9–12**
Jeff Anderson, Travis Leech, and Holly Durham

Instead of hammering high school students with the mistakes they should avoid, *Patterns of Power: Teaching Grammar Through Reading and Writing, Grades 9–12* explores reading and writing through grammar, inviting teachers to create a classroom environment in which writers study and appreciate the beauty, effects, and meaning of grammar, rather than focusing on mistakes. The lessons provide practical, engaging, inquiry-based methods that take deeper dives into grammar and craft than any worksheet, quiz, or editing exercise ever could.
Grade-level-specific Mentor Text Libraries

Specially curated by the authors, the Patterns of Power mentor text libraries offer a convenient way to extend the grammar concepts covered in Patterns of Wonder, Patterns of Power, Grades 1–5, Patterns of Power Plus, and Patterns of Power en español. Each grade-level-specific collection helps build students’ appreciation of authors’ craft and purpose and provides an ideal addition to classroom libraries.

Patterns of Wonder Mentor Text Starter Bundles

**GRADES PREK–1**

Curated to support the four phases of writing referenced in Patterns of Wonder, these convenient grade-level starter bundles include ten books from the two phases that most commonly align to students’ writing abilities in each grade, PreK–1.

Patterns of Power Mentor Text Collections

**GRADES 1–5**

Of the more than 150 children’s books included in the best-selling Patterns of Power resource book, authors Jeff Anderson and Whitney La Rocca selected the top ten must-have books for each grade level.
“Showcasing authentic mentor texts during grammar instruction adds joy, depth, and context to conventions, which leads to authentic conversations and writing.”

—Jeff Anderson

Patterns of Power en español Mentor Text Collections

GRADES 1–5

Carefully selected from the 58 Spanish language mentor texts listed in Patterns of Power en español, these two collections offer the top, must-have books to enhance your bilingual grammar instruction.

Patterns of Power Plus Anchor Text Collections

GRADES 1–5

These grade-level-specific collections include the nine to ten trade books that are the source of the anchor sentence that starts every Patterns of Power Plus lesson set.